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. M.A. (0BCS) DEGREE EXAMINATION,

NOVEMBER 2019.

thiid Semester

English - Core

LITERARY THEORY AND CR,ITICISM _ II

(For ttrose who joined in July 2017 onwards)

Time : Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

PARTA- (10 x 1= 10 marks)

Answer ALL questions.

Choose the best answer :

1. Mark Schorer is a/an --------- novelist.

(a) British (b) American

(c) Australian (d) Indian

the founder of prague school of'
linguistics
(a) Schorer (b) Jakobson

(c) Barthes (d) Culler
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8. Describe the relationship Edward said had with

Bernad Lewis about orientalism'

(a) Lewis co-worked the book

(b) Lewis agreed with said's views feelings

(c) Lewis was the very epitome of what said

criticized

(d) Lewis was one of the scholars who was not

the epitome of what said eriticized

9. Gilbert and Gubar call uPon

most perfect example of this duality'
l

(a) Said

O) Jane EYre

G) Green blatt

(d) Barthes

10. "The Madwoman in the Attic" by Susan Gubar is-

considered a landmark of feminist Criticis* :f

(a) l6th.century'

O) 19th century

' (c) 18th century

(at) . 17th centurY
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15. (a) Discuss Sandea Gilbert / Susan Guhar as

i feminist theorists.

Or

(b) How does de Beauvoir redefine the Oedipus
complex in the context of her section on
myths?

PARTC-(5x8=40marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b).

Each answer should not exceed 600 words.

16. (a) Critically analyse "Technique as Discoveryl'
by Mark Schorer.

O) Write a essay.on "Two Aspects of language
and two types of Aphasic Disturbances".

17. (a) What are the'consequences..in literature and
. in art, of Roland Barthe's affirmation of "The

Death of the Author"?

Or

(b) Explain the essay "The Death of the Author"
by Roland Barthes.

18. (a) Analyse the m4jor works of Terry Eagleton.

'Or
O) Write a critical appreciation of "Resonance

and Wonder". 
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